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Some RegulatoRy PointS of attention 
foR telecom m&a and contRacting in 
myanmaR
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 Make it clear who is responsible to 
get the license in a JV

 When you buy or sell shares, get 
PTD approval first

 When you are changing the 
directors, get PTD approval first

 When you are increasing the 
capitals, get PTD approval first and 
mind the deadline

 When you are reducing the 
capitals, get PTD approval first

 PTD approval is required for import 
of telecommunications equipment 
(and sometimes export, too)

 Business in international 
gateway services? Watch out 
for shareholding and personnel 
restrictions

 New services? Tell PTD
 Yes, there are rules regulating anti-

competitive conduct

In 2016, telecommunication sector attracted 
most foreign investment in Myanmar, according 
to MIC data, and this trend is expected to 
continue over the coming years. In this client 
briefing note, we explain ten tips for telecom 
contracting in Myanmar. 
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We are a network of leading law and 
tax advisory firms with offices in 
cambodia, indonesia, laos, myanmar 
and Vietnam.

our general areas of practice are 
corporate, finance, licensing and 
disputes. 

our principal specialized areas of 
practice are energy, infrastructure,  
real estate and construction , telecom 
and taxation.

there are three things you need to 
know about our approach:

1. We deliver the ultimate in 
ground connectivity.

2. our quality is trusted by the 
most discerning.

3. We never give up.

once regarded as one of the 
world’s last remaining frontiers for 
telecom companies, myanmar’s 
telecommunication sector has seen 
a surge in investment in recent 
years, fuelled by the opening up of 
the mobile segment in 2014, rise 
in phone ownership and internet 
penetration rates. 

in 2016, telecommunication sector 
attracted most foreign investment in 
myanmar, according to statistical data 
released by the myanmar investment 
commission (mic), and this trend 
is expected to continue over the 
coming years. 

as the telecoms sector’s long-
term prospects remain bright, 
understanding the telecom 
contracting process in myanmar,  
regulatory requirements and risks 
associate with it remains key for 
investors entering this segment. in 
this client briefing note, we explain 
ten tips for telecom contracting in 
myanmar.  

Make it clear who is responsible to 
get the license in a JV

at present there is no requirement 
that a company must be a joint 
venture (JV) company in order to 
provide telecommunications services 
in myanmar. in other words, you can 
have a 100% foreign-owned telecom 
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company. nevertheless, should you consider a JV, you should clearly state which 
party is responsible for obtaining telecom license under the JV agreement. Since 
obtaining the license is a key part of carrying out telecom business in myanmar, it 
can either be set forth as a condition precedent or as a termination event for the JV 
under the JV agreement.  

When you buy or sell shares, get PtD approval first

it is stipulated by the competition Rules for the telecommunications Sector that 
a shareholder transferring over 15% of shares in a licensed company should get 
approval from the Posts and telecommunications department (Ptd) before the 
transfer can take effect. the following table explains actions required to carry out 
this task:

share % PtD action required type of action

<15% yes de facto approval prior to dica 
registration

>15% yes approval

change in control yes approval

as stated in the table, “change in control” will require prior Ptd approval and it is 
widely defined under the telecommunications law. it not only includes (either 
direct or indirect) transfer of more than 50% shares, but also the right to appoint 
a majority of board members and senior executives, as well as decisive power to 
make management decision for the licensed company. as a result, any instrument 
or arrangement results with respect to direct or indirect change in control of the 
licensed company will be subject to Ptd approval.

Just in this february, Ptd circulated a letter which further strengthens the approval 
requirement. any change of information regarding shareholding will now be 
required to get Ptd approval before it is filed with the directorate of investment 
and company administration (dica).

When you are changing the directors, get PtD approval first

a recent letter circulated by the Ptd in february 2017 confirms that any information 
regarding changes to the company should first obtain Ptd approval before they are 
registered with dica. Such information includes change of directors, shareholders, 
company name and registered address.  

When you are increasing the capitals, get PtD approval first and mind the 
deadline

Subject to the letter mentioned above, you have to get Ptd approval for increasing 
the capital investment in a licensed company before you can file it with dica. 
Such increase of capital also include capital in kind and loan-converted capital. 

given that such increase of capital is 
required to be filed with dica within 
15 days from the passing of resolution 
authorising the increase, it should take 
into account the time for getting Ptd 
approval (and approvals from mic as 
well as the central Bank of myanmar 
for foreign capital) in order not to delay 
the registration with dica.
When you are reducing the capitals, 
get PtD approval first

again, de facto approval from Ptd now 
is required. Since reduction of capital 
in a company holding a mic permit 
will inevitably result in amending its 
investment proposal, mic approval 
is also required. in this context, a 
prior Ptd approval could be used for 
applying mic approval and filing with 
dica.

PtD approval is required for import 
of telecommunications equipment 
(and sometimes export, too)

although dealing with 
telecommunications equipment alone 
may not necessarily require a telecom 
license, Ptd recommendation will 
be required to secure import permits 
for telecom equipment. depending 
on the nature of the equipment, Ptd 
recommendation is nearly always 
required for exportation of the 
equipment as well. 

in a supply contract involving 
telecomm equipment, highlight which 
party will be responsible for import/
export permits of such equipment.

Business in international gateway 
services? Watch out for shareholding 
and personnel restrictions

a licensee with a network facility 
Services (individual) license may apply 
to provide international gateway 
services. However, guidelines on 
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edwin is one of myanmar’s most prominent foreign legal advisers. He is widely recognized 

in myanmar for his tmt experience, both on the transactional and regulatory fronts. He 

has advised 2 of the 3 telecom operators in myanmar, including acting as local counsel for 

the licensing and market entry of a multibillion dollar greenfield telecom project. He has 

advised 5 out of 7 tower and fiber companies, and was the first to secure mic permits for 

telecom systems vendors. He has a deep understanding of the financing aspects of the 

telecom industry, having acted for ifis, commercial banks or corporate borrowers on all of 

the completed major project finance transactions, including the largest-ever financing deal 

acting for two dfis in myanmar. edwin currently advises several myanmar telecom operators, 

iSPs, infrastructure providers, lenders and vendors. furthermore, he has provided technical 

assistance to the telecom regulator, the Ptd. He has worked in the region since 1997, and has 

lived and worked in yangon since 2012.

 Client Alert: MOTC Announces 
EOI for 1400 km Optical Fiber 
Cable Installation

 How to Negotiate a Spectrum 
License in Myanmar?

Telecommunications, Media and 
Technology 

We have a particularly extensive TMT track record in our 

markets, advising on the full range of telecom investments and 

transactions. Our firm has a role in many of the region’s high-

profile telecom deals and is recognized as a tier-one practice in 

this field. Our advice is trusted by governments, multinational 

operators and vendors, and international financial institutions.     

 

We provide the ultimate ground connectivity in the heavily 

regulated TMT sphere. From market entry to licensing and 

acquisitions, our team is widely known to successfully navigate 

government administrations in challenging environments.  

 

Our job is to get to the point. Talk is cheap. Strengthened by 

years of experience on the ground assisting clients and working 

with regulatory bodies, we prove it with results. And we don’t 

give up until we get the result we want.   

“We gain trust with our partners and customers when using VDB 
Loi for advice. They are very efficient, knowledgeable and are well 
informed especially on telecom.” – Asialaw

Cambodia
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Myanmar
Vietnam

Get to the point.
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Provision of international gateway 
Services states that such a licensee 
shall not own more than 10% shares 
in another licensee that has received 
a license or authorization to provide 
international gateway services. the 
guidelines also forbid such licensees 
from sharing directors or officers. 
directors or officers in such a licensed 
company can also not hold shares 
in another licensed company with 
approval of international gateway 
services.

if you have a business plan for 
international gateway services, be 
aware of the shareholding restriction 
and leave an exit for yourself in a share 
purchase agreement. Regarding the 
personnel restrictions, you may set it as 
a disqualification criteria of director or 
officer in the shareholder agreement. 
you may also wish to do a background 
check when appointing a director or an 
officer.

new services? tell PtD

telecom licenses in myanmar come 
in categories such as nfSi, nfSc, aS 

and nS. that category does not say 
what the licensee is actually allowed 
to do. that is mentioned in the license 
application and in the license itself. 

therefore, even when you have been 
granted a telecom license, Ptd must 
still be notified about the expansion of 
scope of services, if the newly-added 
services are under the original license 
scope. Ptd approval is required if it 
is out of the original license scope or 
international gateway services. 

yes, there are rules regulating anti-
competitive conduct

a set of competition rules have been 
laid down in myanmar to regulate 
competition in the telecom sector. 
these rules cover competition 
restraining activities such as bundled 
services, unjustified low-price offer, 
horizontal/vertical agreement, etc. 
furthermore, Ptd is empowered by 
rules to review and approve m&a and 
takeover transactions in relation to a 
licensed company, and tariffs imposed 
by a licensed company.
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